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There has been a great deal of interest in a variety of
new machines Intended to probe atomic nuclei for had-
ronlc and quark aspects which lie beyond the familiar
shell model view of nuclei* This paper gives the phys-
lca perspective vlthln which the proposals for such
machines have arisen and discusses the tvo classes of
tools - high energy cv electron machines and rclalivis-
tlc heavy lor. machines - which lie at opposite ends of
the arsenal being gathered for the pursuit of QCD in
nuclei. The electron machines present a reasoned ana-
lytic approach to the simplest systems and the heavy
Ion machines a major thrust for startling nev physics
In the quark-gluon sea.

1. Introduction

Around the world there Is an Intense new Interest in
new kinds of accelerators for nuclear physics because
of a quite remarkable and sudden change In the direc-
tion of nuclear physics. Nuclear physicists have come
to believe that quark structure of nucleons must play a
role in nuclei and, further, that the nuclear arena may
be the best place to unravel the long distance aspects
of quantuo chromodynamics (QCD). la this paper I want
to give a brief overview of the science perspective
within which that conviction has been attained, the
long list of questions which have suddenly become
urgent and the accelerators which appear to be needed
to ansver the questions.

The passions of the debate about new accelerators are
sufficiently great that the organizers Invited me, a
spectator, to speak on the subject rather than one of
the active participants. The whole gamut of nuclear
subfields is involved in the change in direction. At
the far right one has the careful conservative approach
based on the best understood probe* the electron. At
the far left one has the radical faction proposing
relativistic heavy ion machines In a headlong rush
toward quark-gluon matter. In the centre are the meson
factories (TRIUMF and LAMPF) now proposing to boost
their energies twentyfold or more* As a confirmed
centrist I am asked here to report on both extremist
factions. Next,, the debate rages around the world but
has been approached most critically and articulately In
the national context of the United States. Over the
past few years a number of panels of the Aaerlcan Nuc-
lear Science Advisory Committee - particularly the Paul
Report1 on Heavy Ion Facilities (1982), the Barnes
Report 2 on the Role of Electromagnetic Interactions in
Nuclear Science (1982), as well as the recent proposals
for GeV electron accelerators3 and for relativistic
heavy ion machines'* presented to NSAC - have provided
very valuable critiques of the field of science and the
requisite accelerators. As a foreign aeaber of NSAC,
whose emotions are not pushed beyond all operational
levels by the vagaries of U.S. nucleer science funding,
I plan to base much of my discussion on the United
States context and to freely plagiarize the appropriate
panel reports. My position ia clearly that of the dis-
passionate, non-expert spectator*

2, The QCD Nucleus

For the past four decades particle physics and nuclear
physics drifted apart. With the recent advent of QCD
from particle physics and with the new central Interest
of nuclear physics in the dynamical aspects of QCD one
has the very welcome prospect that the two fields aay
again be converging.

The interest of nuclear physics in QCD dynamics has not
been heralded by any major single discovery. In fact,
as we shall report belor-, the effects of QCD in nuclei
are, so far, proving rather elusive. Rather, the In-
terest has been aroused by the basic physical fact that
the sizfe5 of the nucleon bag ("0.6 fm) is only a little
smaller tbsz ths lnternucleon spaclngs^ (~2.2 fn) In
the centre of a nucleus* In spite of short-range repul-
sion, or the correlations imposed on Identical fermiono
by the Paull principle, it then becomes likely that
occasionally the quark bags will coalesce in a normal
nucleus. How does this affect nuclear properties?

Figure l(a) shows the familiar view of a nucleus in
which neutrons and protons move In Blngle-partlcie
orbits but Interact through meson exchange (IT'S, p's,
etc.). This shell model view has been remarkably
successful in describing the properties of nuclear
energy levels. It predicts* correctly, an astonishing
variety of single particle and collective phenomena
which will no doubt continue to challenge a number of
nuclear physicists for many years* The pursuit of the
phenomena associated with this picture will continue to
be carried out, in part* with the system of several
dozen very fine tandem accelerators and low energy
cyclotrons which remain active In the world.

Going beyond the nucleon pictu.o one can enquire about
hadron aspects which Involve mesons, isobars, meson ex-
change currents, etc. Extending the fszillsr picture
In this way requires medium energy accelerators.

The new view of a nucleus is given, in very qualitative
and tentative terms, by Fig. l(b) in which each nucleon
is viewed aB a colour-neutral bag of three quarks.
Some of the quark bags may touch or coalesce leading to
freer motion - or "percolation" of the valence quarks.
Does this happen? Should it happen? How can phenomena
related to quark percolation be discovered? What would
such phenomena tell us about QCZ>?

There is a great deal of room for the possibility of
startling physics, and this is the engine which Is
driving the current interest* QCD, with its asymptotic
freedom, tells us about the very short range interac-
tions of the quarks inside the bag. It Is not very
vocal about the confinement mechanism or any detailed
properties of dynamics relating to quark separations
comparable to the bag radius or to typical lnter-
nucleon spaclnge. There are suggestions froo detailed
calculations with lattice gauge theories that QCD (In
contradistinction to QED) la confined. However, the
very concept of a "bag" - a sharp separation between
inside and outside - reveals the lack of sophistication
in the physics treatment. Pions are believed to be
excluded from the bag but to condense out of the vacuum
when two bags are In close proximity. The conservation
of chiral symaetry at the bag surface is known to be
important. But many open questions remain. Does the
bag surface breathe? Is the bag distorted? What Is
the polarization of the surrounding vacuum? The
answers to such questions may, on the one hand, tell us
about long distance quark dynamics- On the other hand
such effects nay manifest themselvee in new physics of
the nucleus. That is the hope and expectation.

Is there any present evidence for quark effects in
nuclei? At low and intermediate energies the present
evidence Is only flimsy, though amusing. Figure 2
shows, qualitatively, the Ganov-Teller collective giant
resonance seen in the forward-angle (q"0) p,n reactions
oeasured by Goodman e_t_ &1.7 at Indiana over the past
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Fig. 1. (a) The familiar single-particle picture of the nucleus Fig. 2. A qualitative description of the col-
lr which protons (large solid circlet) and neutron* (open clrclei) lectlvz GT resonance observed In o_n at 0°.
Interact through meson (small closed circles) exchange; (b) the The primary Interest here Is neither in the
quark model nucleus In very qualitative terms; nucleons are con- level energy, EgT, nor in its width, rGI,
sidered as colour-neutral bags of qusrks with some of the quark but rather In the wings of the resonance.
bags overlapping.

few years. Neither the width nor the energy of this
resonance is very surprising - they are garden-variety
collective resonances - but the area under the reso-
nance Is less than that expected from the appropriate
sum rule. The reaction, measured with 200 MeV Incident
protons, enables the strength to be measured over s
considerable energy Interval. Throughout the periodic
table the integrated strength In each nucleus appears
to be quenched by about a factor of two. Much of the
strength dispersal appears to be due to A-hole Inter-
actions where W1232) differs from the nucleon by
having one of its quark-spins flipped. This is then a
manifestation of hadron aspects of the nucleus. The
strength quenching Is predicted to be a direct conse-
quence of the nuclear nediim modification of the plon
cloud surrounding the nucleon bag.

The quenching of the Gamow-Teller strength function has
aroused considerable Interest because it was predicted
by Magda Erlcson8 and others. Rho^ and others have also
shown that if one analyses the nucleon-nucleua response
function into various multlpoles and spln-isospln
pieces certain components (such as the MI spin-flip, or
Gamow-Teller, piece) are especially sensitive to QCD
effects. In essence they may act like filters for the
desired physics. Still one might have hoped for some-
thing more dramatic than the diminution of an area. At
present there Is a clear need to sort out the various
pieces of the nuclear response functions w?th high

quality beans of protons and electrons at intermediate
energy.

At ultrahlgh energies one can probe the distribution
functions of quarks in the nucleus directly and there
may be important clues here. Figure 3 shows the data -
as reported a few weeks ago in the analysis of Jaffe10

- obtained at CERN from the scattering of muons from 2H
and 56Fe at SO (GeVYc)2 momentw transfer squared. At
high momentum transfer such muons should be sensitive
only to quarks! the nucleons are irrelevant. At fixed
high momentum transfer the structure function is a
function of the sumentun of the struck quark?. The
difference between the structure functions for s6re and
^ Is significant. The former is a nucleus and the
latter Is not. In Jaffe's interpretation the valence
quarks of 56Fe wande; more freely than those of 2K. If
confirmed by further such measurements and analyses one
may obtain direct confirmation of the percolating quark
picture. Such high energy measurements can provide an
instantaneous snapshot of the nucleus. The question
will remain how such percolations affect the properties
of normal nuclei but It would be surprising if there
were not Important effects.

Among the tantalizing prospects for startling nuclear
physics one is Inclined to include the anomalons ob-
served in emulsion work11 at the Bevalac. Figure 4
shows the distribution of measured mean free paths,
about the average for the second collision of very
energetic heavy ions (~1 CeV/nucleon) which have expe-
rienced a primary collision. The data suggest than a
small fraction (~6Z) of the secondary particles have
ten times shorter aean free paths than the others. The
suggestion is that the ion, in its primary collision,
attains a state which is ten time6 more interactive
than that of a normal nucleus and that this highly un-
usual state persists through 10"10 s"or more and,
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Fig. 3. European Muon Collaboration data on A(x) "
F^ron - Y\. x is equal to Q2/2Mq° where q.° is the
energy transfer in the laboratory.
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Fig. 4. The mean free path paraaeter of secondaries
compared to that of the primary beam. The solid curve
represents 63C of the fragments having A* - 2.5 cm
rather than A* * 30.4 cm for the primary beam.



possibly, through violent tertiary collision!, la this
some evidence, st theae modest energies, of quark-gluon
aitter? It is very frustrating that the elucidation
and verification of the anomalous by counter experi-
aenta haa not yet occurred-

There are also some Interesting suggestions of quark
effects In the high q2 fora factors for electron scat-
tering from fev-nucleon systems. But there la not such
else at preaent.

One sight be temptad to sale whether or sot the remark-
able aucceaa of the shell model doea not by itaelf ask*
unlikely any strong manifestation of quark effects In
nomsl nuclei. The answer la, not really. Low-lying
levels of nuclei Involve the arrangement of nudeons In
the outer ahella whose, orbits occur In that half of the
nuclear volume which la significantly below central
density. The quark effects are likely to be strongly
density dependent and therefore to occur predominantly
In the centre of the nucleus. Further, In the phenom-
enological ahell model one employe effective Interac-
tions snd effective operators. Some of the initial
effects of quark and hadron degreea of freedom may pos-
sibly be alaulated by the modifications of interactions
and operators. Again one hopes for more. Yet the In-
terest In qusrk effects has given new urgency to sort-
Ing out the Halts of validity of the current shell
model. As Arlms 1 2 has urged one needs to be sure that
the tensor force - for example, In Ml momenta and
transition probabilities - cannot mimic most of the
effects of o-hole Interactions before one leapa to con-
clusions about the role of the latter. Clearly needed
are careful calculations - In reasonable configuration
spaces and with reasonsble interactions and operators -
which Include mesonlc exchange currents and all of the
appropriate pr.-~p* of the conventional ahell model.

The compelling picture of the QCD nucleon embedded In a
nuclear medium and the few pieces of preaent evidence
pointing toward hadron and quark effecta have ralaed
many new questions. What la the role of plons In the
nucleus? How do A's propagate In the nuJegi? What
happens to the nucleus when one Introduces hadrona con-
taining strange (and other) quarks? It is the search for
the answers to such and tuny similar questions which
has led to the new electron and heavy ion propoaals.

3. The Requirements for a cw Electron Accelerator

Beginning with electron accelerators we follow the
physics arguments which led the Barnes Committee2 to
recommend that a high priority be given in the United
States to the construction of a 4 GeV cw electron
accelerator. The effect of this recoamendatlon - and
of the concomitant phyalca - haa been felt at thla
conference where at least three Independent proposals3

with this aia have been presented. The leap from
present low duty factor acceleratora below 1 GeV to cw
machines at 4 GeV does not lack technical challenge.

Existing electron acceleratora have provided much of
the truly quantitative Information about charge dis-
tributions, transition densities and many other nuclear
properties, what is now needed to sort out hadron and
quark aspects of the nucleus Is data with much better
spatial resolution (-0.2 fa) and at much higher energy
and momentum tranafera.

Consideration of the physics requirements leads to
determination of the principal characteristics of the
electron accelerator, especially Its energy and duty
factor •> Most of the physics requirements outlined be-
low Involve, at least in part, coincidence experiments
so that a high duty factor is imperative. The factors
which determine the beam energy are predominantly
kinematical: maximum three-momentum transfer qB (or

four-momentum transfer Q,,), saxlmum energy transfer
u^, and the angular range of the scattered electron.
From the fen factor - which is the Fourier-Bessel
transform of the transition density - one can establish
empirically that

q, - 1.5/Ar ,

where fir Is the desired spstlal resolution. For tx ~
0.2 fm this requires q, - 8 fm~*. The maximum energy
transfer i% - for example in an (e,e'X) reaction -
la determined by the excitation nergy of X and of the
residual nucleus, and by the recoil energy of X. The
range of angles required Is determined by the
Rosenbluth formula and the need to separate longitudi-
nal C»O "** tranaverse (o?) components of tne cross
section. Usually ISO* Is sufficient to determine oj
while small angles determine oj_ (50* is sufficient).

As an example of the importance of the kinematical
factors in defining the beam energy, Fig. 5 shows a
plot of the kinematic regions available with E o - 2 GeV
and E o - 4 GeV. The ordlnate la the square of the
four-momentum transfer (Q2 « q2—u>z) while the abscissa
is the square of the missing mass, W2, assuming a
proton target:

W 2 - M 2 - Q 2 + 2Kpio .

Figure 5, from the Barnes report, also Includes ten
classes of experiments which are:

(1) Single-arm measurements of few-nucleon targets for
elastic form factors and Inelastic structure
functions

(2) Coincidence measurements of few-nucleon targets in-
cluding formation of Isobars

(3) Production of short-lived vector mesons Identified
by their decay products in few-nucleon systems

(4) The spectroscopy of kaons and hypernuclel
(5) Production of the A resonance In complex nuclei
(6) Nucleon knockout in complex nuclei
(7) Deep inelastic studies in complex nuclei to momen-

tum transfers revealing quark-gluon processes

Missing Mass
Fig. 5. Kinematic region accessible with (a) 2 GeV and
(b) 4 GeV electron energy and targets of p, d and % e .



Fig. 6. The proton inelastic structure function iMz a*
a function of Q 2 and the scaling variable v'.

(8) Giant resonance excitation (10-30 HeV) to extract
transverse and longitudinal transition densities

(9) Discrete states of complex nuclei and the transi-
tion densities for charge, current and spin

10) Exploration of symmetries (electroweak parity
violation) with polarized electrons

Almost all of these experiments [(1) and (9) are the
exceptions] require high duty factor- However, only
Che most Important of them [(1), (2) and (7)] require
4 GeV rather than 2 CeV.

Table I gives some of the other beam parameters
required by the experiments.

To demonstrate hov double- and triple-arm coincidence
experiments may provide information about the transi-
tion from nucleon to quark degrees of freedom, Fig. 6
shovs a three-dimensional plot of the proton Inelastic
structure function in teras of two kinematic variables.
At small Q z and low Biasing aass the Indicated nucleon
resonances stand out above the background contributed
by scattering from quarks. For large W2 and Q 2 the
resonances fade away suggesting that the transition
primarily takes place in the region H < 2 GeV, Q 2 <
3-4 (GeV/c)2. Again, 4 GeV beaas are required.

The push toward a 4 GeV cw electron accelerator trill
clearly open the way toward other cw acceleratora at
lower energy. A 4 CeV accelerator is not likely to
operate below 1 GeV. Much Important nuclear physics,
especially that associated with experiments (3), (8)
and (9), can be pursued with such a lower energy
facility.

4. The Requirements for Heavy Ion Accelerators

Heavy Ion accelerators for nuclear physics include re-
vitalized low energy machines as veil as several pro-
posals for relstivistic heavy Ions. Although we focus
here on the new plans for relatlvlstlc machines we
should not forget the physics of tbose at lower energy.

There are several regimes of physics Interest at lower
energies. At energies (S-10 MeV/nudeon) sufficient
for nuclei to penetrate through the Coulomb barrier one
studies a host of classical liquid drop effects as wall
as aolecular reaonances, high spins, electromagnetic
properties and transitions, etc. Eere the Faull prin-
ciple greatly affects the physics. At energies between
10 MeV/nucleon and the Feral energy (-40 MeV/nucleon)
deeply inelastic collisions occur and the study of dis-
sipation processes is lapcrtant. At energies above the
Fermi energy spectator processes begin to play a role
and the Faull principle la no longer all-important.

Table 1. Beam parameters required by experiment.
"Minimal" aeans most experiments can be performed
If all parameter values are obtained simultaneous-
ly. "Special" means certain Important meaaureaents
require one or aore specific parameters to meet
this specification, at the expense of other param-
eters. The numbers given are derived from the
physics requircuents, with some consideration of
present technical feasibility.

Beam parameter "Minimal" "Special"

Step size (4E/E)
Energy uncertainty (AE/E)
Emlttance*

Maxiaian current
Current stability
Duty factor
Micro atructure

Polarization

2 x 10"2

I x 10"3

-

SO uA
120*
801

10" 9 s

0

3 x 10-"
5 x 10""

0.01* mm-mrad
near 1 CeV

150 i*

aox
BOX

chopped or
bunched
40%

•The "minimal" value required for the emittance must
be assessed in the context of the coincidence spec-
trometer system design.

The community of heavy ion physicists, world-wide, has
been shifting toward user facilities of moderate size
in which cyclotrons or llnacs boost the energy of
tandems or cyclotrons. The main Interest is the tran-
sition from classical to hydrodynamlcal phenomena.
Between 100 MeV/nucleon and 1 GeV/nucleon the current
Interest in physics appears to diminish. Does It leap
up again at relativlstic energies?

The science Interest for relatlvlstlc heavy Ion physics
covers a range of topics Including (1) the physics of
deconflnement and the attainment of a quark-gluon
plasma, (2) nuclear matter at high density and tempera-
ture, (3) strange particle production, (4) multiple
plon production, (5) the fragmentation process, and
(6) a variety of possible exotic states (anoaalons,
Lee-Wick matter, etc.). Of these the aecond Is a
general one covering auch of the motivation. He focus
here on the first topic to illustrate the interest.

The search for the quark-gluon plasms epitomizes the
condition of much of relativlstic hesvy ion physics. It
is a fishing expedition Into waters which appear deep,
carried out by inadequately equipped fishermen fond of
fishing stories and possibly capable of landing some
primordial creatures. During its first second our
universe consisted of a quark-gluon sea whose condi-
tions we may be able to replicate in the laboratory for
lCT22 s. The fossil remnants of that early quark-gluon
state, and the nuclear formation in the next three
minutes, are the nudeons and elements of our world as
manifest in the element abundance curve. It Is,
perhaps, a cosmic irony that we are now trying to
recreate that state by banging together the largest
fossil pieces.

The vision of what lies beyond ordinary hadronic matter
la given by Fig. 7. On a temperature density plot
there is believed to be a region in which the quarks
become deconflned until, at ttlll higher temperatures
or densities, one attains the quart-gluon plasma.

The figure also shows one possible trajectory, In dens-
ity and temperature, when a stationary heavy nucleus is
struck, head-on, by a heavy nucleus of 10 CeV/nucleon.



It Is possible that In thl* trajectory the quark-gluon
plasma la attained for 10~ 2 2 a. Some simple properties
of the phase diagram, the trajectory and the phyaica of
the quark-gluon plasma can be apeculated on but much
uncertainty remains.

Quark deconflneaent la poatulated to occur when the
quark bags touch (low temperature, high denalty) ao
that the quark* roam freely. Becauae ther« la some un-
certainty about aodel parametera auch aa the bag alze
there la alao some uncertainty (error bara in Fig. 7)
about the critical denalty. Even at low density the
quarka can becoa* deconfloed (this Bay occur In neutron
atara). High temperature nucleon colllalona create
plona (and other hadrona) ao eventually the apace
between the nucleon baga fllle up again allowing the
qutrkM to wander. The energy danalty of a hot gas of
plona Increaaea aa T* above the plon reat mass energy
of 140 HeV. Thua one expects the critical temperature
to exceed 140 HeV by only a Moderate amount aa
Indicated.

The density-temperature hlatory of a syatem In which a
stationary heavy Ion la atruck, head-on, by a relatl-
vlstic projectile heavy Ion depends on the energy of
the projectile. For heavy nuclei present evidence on
the linearity of secondary particle production with In-
cident total/energy suggests that In the energy regime
up to 10 GeV/nucleon or ao the energy of the projectile
Is shared rather completely with the target while the
two are in contact. It is on such a baala that trajec-
tories such as that of Fig. 7 are predicted. Beyond
10 GeV/nucleon tine dilation and length contraction
give rise to a phenomenon called "longitudinal growth"
in which nuch of the aecondary production takea place
in the wake of the collision and therefore does not
contribute to the attainment of high temperaturea in
the overlap region. Both the Srookhaven proposal for
injection of heavy luns Into the ACS and the Berkeley
letter of Intent for a Tevalac - a successor to the
present Bevalac - span the energy region up to 10 GeV/
nucleon in which there appears to be a good chance for
production of a quasrk-gluon plasma and for which maxi-
mum baryon densities can be achieved.

Speculations about the algnature of a quark-gluon
plasma have focused on photon, dllepton and strange
particle production. For example, the shape of the dl-
lepton low-mass spectrum is expected to vary greatly
with temperature of the source, with quark-antiquark
annihilation aasumed to dominate the low-mass portion
while n+n~ annihilation dominates the high-mass por-
tion. Both the processes which constitute the signa-
ture for quark-gluon matter and the detection apparatus
for the processes appear, at present, not to have
received as much attention as they deserve.

The present plan* for relativlstlc heavy ion physics
count a great deal on the existing Bevalac experience.
The Bevalac has, for yeara, produced a variety of heavy
ions up to 2 GeV/nucleon and has recently been able to
produce even uranluai beaaa in this regime. In addition
to the anomalons a large variety of procesaes have been
studied pertaining to nuclear hydrodynamics, projectile
and target fragmentation, pion and atrange particle
production, etc. A very good recent account of this
work has been given by Nagamlya and Gyulassy.13 The
pursuit of these processes can, perhaps, be character-
ized as highly tantalizing gllmpaes of somewhat elusive
physics accompanied by Imaginative Ideas and jargon,
driven by the desire to create extreme conditions of
density and temperature. To an outsider like myself
there Is also an overwhelming Impression that the

Fig. 7* A possible nuclear matter phase diagram with a
poaalble trajectory for a central high-energy nucleus-
nucleua collision (dashed line).

Instrumentation for heavy ion physics has lagged far
behind the capabilities of the accelerators or the
needs of the physics. The history of the anomalons is
perhaps the beat touchstone on which to base such an
impression. One is tempted to say that before any
major new expedition toward the quark-gluon 6ea is
mounted our very clever community of heavy Ion physi-
cists should demonstrate that a proper experiment for
the anomalons can be carried out.

There It thus romance and challenge and a great deal of
excitement about what can be learned with relatlvlstic
heavy ions, both about quark-gluon matter and about the
hot hadronlc matter which lies between this ultimate
state and the physics of normal nuclei.
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